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precaution the number of those affected has steadily increased	
A number of prostitutes from North and South have flocked to
Shanghai, most of them being Chinese (6 per cent), Russians (30
per cent), and Japanese (5 per cent). The majority of the brothels
are in the French Concession and in Chinese districts bordering
on municipal roads. The high venereal rate has given the Com-
mand much concern, and no stone is left unturned in the effort
to lower it."
And yet there are intelligent men who talk, and gul-
lible men who subscribe to the talk,  of the 'humanizing
influence' of war!
Young India, 11-8-1927
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WAR AGAINST WAR
A correspondent writes:
"My excuse for writing this is that the autobiographical
chapter about your attitude towards war as a follower of Truth
and Ahimsa has apparently stirred the thoughts of many, and abler
people would be writing to you about it. But I wish to present
some aspects that have struck me. Is it not a fundamental doctrine
that to the true discipline of Truth and Ahimsa there can be no-
tampering with bad things even though one cannot resist them?
War is a necessary evil as some say, but that is no excuse for
supporting it in the hope that after it there will come to the world
a realization of the wickedness of waging war. It cannot be. On
the contrary, the callousness of man is increased further in intensity
and the feeling about the sacredness of life is destroyed. The anarchist
could argue just as you do and say: eWe cannot stop European,
aggression and terrorism. We cannot resist terrorism by mass force.
But if we can only demonstrate to them the wickedness of such
methods by using these against them, they will see the folly of
their attitude and we shall become free, and we shall also save
the world from terrorism. So long as Himsa is resorted to by our
rulers and so long as we hate terrorism what is the harm in using
these weapons, provided we do not allow them, to obsess us?' Has
the Great War actually done any good to the nations and parti-
cularly to the victors ? Materially, morally and socially they have

